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1 Introduction1

The main goal of the ALICE experiment is to study the properties of the strongly-interacting matter, usu-2

ally referred to as the Quark-Gluon Plasma (QGP), created in high-energy heavy-ion collisions. Heavy3

quarks, i.e. charm and beauty quarks, are good probes of the QGP as they are produced in the early stage4

of the collisions and witness the entire space-time evolution of the system. In particular, the study of5

heavy-flavour production in heavy-ion collisions allows us to understand the energy loss mechanism of6

the heavy quarks inside the QGP by measuring the nuclear modification factor (RAA), which is defined7

as:8

RAA =
1
〈TAA〉

dNAA/dpT

dσpp/dpT
(1)

Here dNAA/dpT is the pT differential yield measured in AA collisions, dσpp/dpT is the cross section in9

pp collisions and 〈TAA〉 is the nuclear overlap function, which is calculated based on Glauber model.10

Measurements in p-Pb collisions are important to understand the initial state effects or cold nuclear matter11

effects like modifications of the parton distribution function (PDF) in nuclei, energy loss and momentum12

broadening. These effects can be quantified by the measurements of the nuclear modification factor in13

p-Pb collisions (RpPb), which is defined as:14

RpPb =
1

〈TpPb〉
dNpPb/dpT

dσpp/dpT
(2)

This study is also important to separate the initial state effects from final state effects.15

Measuring the heavy-flavour particles yield as a function of multiplicity of produced charged particles in16

p-Pb collisions allow us to explore the dependence of heavy-flavour production on the collision geometry17

and on the density of final-state particles. In different theoretical models, cold nuclear matter effects were18

studied as a function of impact parameter of the collisions. It is expected that cold nuclear matter effects19

are more prominent in central collisions [1]-[2]. To quantify this effects we measured the the nuclear20

modification factor as a function of different multiplicity in p-Pb collisions. This is defines as:21

QpPb =
1

〈Tmult
pPb 〉

dNpPb
mult/dpT

dσpp/dpT
(3)

In this analysis note, we measured the pT -differential yield and and nuclear modification factor of the22

heavy-flavour decay electrons as a function of charged particles multiplicity in p-Pb collisions at
√

s =23

5.02 TeV. The results are presented for 2 < pT < 20 GeV/c in mid-rapidity region (|η | < 0.6). Time24

Projection Chamber (TPC) and ElectroMagnetic Calorimeter (EMCal) were used to identify the heavy-25

flavour electrons. Charged particles were detected using TPC and ITS (Inner Tracking System) for26

low-pT region (2 < pT < 8 GeV/c) and matched to EMCal clusters for high-pT region (8 < pT < 2027

GeV/c). MB data were analysed for low-pT and EMCal trigger data were used to extend the pT reach to28

20 GeV/c. Different centrality bins were selected using ZNA centrality.29

Analysis Strategy: TPC-only: 2 < pT < 8 GeV/c; TPC-EMCal: 8 < pT < 20 GeV/c.30

2 Analysis details31

2.1 DataSet32

MB analysis:33

Period: LHC13b (pass3) and LHC13c (pass2)34

Year: 201335
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RunList (LHC13b): 195344, 195346, 195351, 195389, 195391, 195478, 195479, 195480, 195481,36

195482, 19548337

RunList (LHC13c): 195677, 195675, 195673, 195644, 195635, 195633, 195596, 195593, 195592,38

195568, 195567, 195566, 195531, 19552939

Trigger analysis:40

Period: LHC13d (pass2), LHC13e (pass2), LHC13f (pass2)41

Year: 201342

RunList (LHC13d): 195872,195867,195831,195827,195826,195787,195783,195767,195760,19572443

RunList (LHC13e): 195935, 195954, 195955, 195958, 196085, 196089, 196090, 196091, 196107,44

196185, 196187, 196194, 196197, 196199, 196200, 196201, 196208, 196214, 196308, 196309, 19631045

RunList (LHC13f): 197150, 197247, 197254, 197255, 197256, 197258, 197260, 197296, 197297,46

197298, 197299, 197300, 197302, 197341, 197342, 197348, 197386, 197387, 19738847

2.2 Monte Carlo (MC) samples48

MB analysis:49

Period: LHC13d3 (Anchor to LHC13b and LHC13c)50

RunList: same to there corresponding anchor runs51

This production has charm and beauty enhancement, which leads to electrons enhancement.52

Trigger analysis:53

Period: LHC14b3a (Anchor to LHC13d), LHC143b (Anchor to LHC13f) and LHC143c (Anchor to54

LHC13e)55

RunList: same to there corresponding anchor runs56

MC data sample has the enhance signal of π0 and η .57

2.3 Event selection58

Physics selection:59

- MB analysis: Minimum Bias Events (AliVEvent::kINT7) - Trigger analysis: EMCal gamma trigger60

(EGA), which has two thresholds of energy EGA at 7 GeV and EGA at 11 GeV.61

Vertex selection: |vz| < 10 cm. Vertex from SPD and tracks with difference smaller than 0.5 cm. The62

resolution of the z-position of the SPD vertex has to be smaller than 0.25 cm.63

Events with at least two tracks were selected.64

Centrality selection: ZNA centrality estimator65

Number of analysed events for different centrality classes are shown in the table 2.66

2.4 Cluster energy distributions67

Fig. 1 shows the cluster energy distributions for different centralities. It is found that cluster energy68

distributions are same for triggered data but centrality dependency is observed in case of MB data.69

Number of events in each centrality are equivalent for MB data but in case of triggered data number70

of events decrease from central to peripheral collisions. So for triggered data when we normalised the71
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Centrality (%) No. of analysed events in MB data
0-20 19.9M
20-40 19.2M
40-60 18.5M
60-100 32.0M

Table 1: No of analysed events in data after MB trigger for ZNA centrality estimator, vertex cut and the cuts of
number of tracks bigger than 2

Centrality (%) No. of analysed events in triggered data
0-20 96529 (7 GeV th); 214933 (11 GeV th)
20-40 82036 (7 GeV th); 184618 (11 GeV th)
40-60 62120 (7 GeV th); 142133 (11 GeV th)
60-100 74447 (7 GeV th); 190705 (11 GeV th)

Table 2: No of analysed events in data after EMCal trigger selection or ZNA centrality estimator,, vertex cut and
the cuts of number of tracks bigger than 2

Fig. 1: Cluster energy distribution for EMCal triggered event for 7 GeV threshold (left figure), for 11 GeV thresh-
old (middle figure) and for MB events (right figure)
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Track properties Cuts applied
Min number of TPC clusters 100
Min number of TPC clusters for PID 80
Min number of ITS clusters 3
Min ratio of TPC clusters 0.6
η range [−0.6,0.6]
Reject Kink daughter yes
ITS pixel kAny / kBoth
TPC ITS shift required
DCA (r=1, z=2)
AOD filter AliAODTrack::kTrkGlobalNoDCA

Table 3: Track selection cuts for electron identification

cluster energy with the number of events in each centrality they are scaled such a way that they become72

independent of centrality.73

2.5 Track selection74

Several track selection cuts were used to identify the electron track candidates. The track selectio cuts75

are summarised in the table 3.76

The particles, which hit the first or second layer of the ITS detector (SPD) are taken into account in case77

of -1 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 cut and the particles, which hit both first and second layer of the ITS detector78

(SPD) are taken into account in case of 0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 cut. A track reconstructed in the TPC can79

be characterised by the number of clusters used for the track reconstruction (the maximum available is80

159 clusters). In this analysis we required 100 clusters. For the PID (Particle Identification) the energy81

loss on TPC is used. For this calculation, the clusters which are close to the borders of the TPC sectors82

are not considered and the number of clusters required is 80. Tracks, which doesn’t have a continuous83

particle trajectories, but show deviations due to decays in flight or the emission of Bremsstrahlung, are84

reconstructed as so-called kinks. The kink-daughters, which are the second part of the trajectory, were85

discarded from the analysis. A cut on the distance of closest approach (DCA) to the primary vertex in86

the transverse plane (xy) as well as in the beam direction (z) was applied to reject background tracks and87

non-primary tracks.88

To select the high-pT candidates the charged particle tracks reconstructed in the TPC and ITS are prop-89

agated to EMCal detector.Here we use the standard propagation from AliRoot. The EMCal framework90

was used and the matching chain was used to do the track-matching. If the distance between the track91

projection on the EMCal surface and the reconstructed shower is smaller than 0.05 in η and 0.05 radians92

in φ , the tracks are accepted. The details of the EMCal framework can be found in the ref [4].93

3 MB analysis94

3.1 Electrons identification95

For MB events TPC is used for electron/positron identification. The lower TPC PID cut is chosen as 096

σT PCdE/dx and the upper cut is 3 σT PCdE/dx. This cut is chosen to reduce the hadron contamination in the97

electron sample.98

The remaining hadron contamination is determined by simultaneously fitting the TPC nσ distribution99

in each pT bin. Fig 2, Fig 3, Fig 4, Fig 5 show such fitting for 0-20%, 20-40%, 40-60% and 60-100%100

centrality classes respectively for ZNA estimator. Proton contribution is described by a Gaussian, pion101

contribution is fitted with a Landau multiplied with an exponential and electrons are described by a102
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Fig. 2: TPC nσ distribution in each pT bin for 0-20% centrality class for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 3: TPC nσ distribution in each pT bin for 20-40% centrality class for ZNA centrality estimator

Gaussian. It is found that for high momenta the pion line moves closer to the electron line. So the pions103

are the dominated background sources. Fig 6 shows the hadron contamination as a function of pT for104

different centrality classes for 0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 value. Hadron contaminations are found independent105

of centrality classes. It increases with pT .106

3.2 Hadron subtracted inclusive electron spectra107

To estimate hadron contamination and subtract it from electron sample we used the following procedure:108

- hadron contamination is quantified by taking the integral of the proton and pion fit within 0 <σT PCdE/dx <109
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Fig. 4: TPC nσ distribution in each pT bin for 40-60% centrality class for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 5: TPC nσ distribution in each pT bin for 60-100% centrality class for ZNA centrality estimator
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Fig. 6: Hadron contamination in percentage as function of pT in each centrality bin for ZNA (0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3)

Track properties Cuts applied
Min number of TPC clusters 80
Max χ2 per TPC clusters 4.0
Min pT 0.3
Reject Kink daughter yes
TPC and ITS refit yes
η cut |η |< 0.9
TPC cut -3.5 < σT PCdE/dx < 3.5
pT range > 0
Invariant Mass 0.15

Table 4: Track selection cuts for associated electron

3 and calculate the percentage of the contamination with respect to total fit of the TPC nσ .110

- subtract the percentage of the contamination from the integral of the TPC nσ histogram within 0111

< σT PCdE/dx < 3112

This procedure is performed in each pT bin for the all the centrality classes.113

3.3 Non-HFE reconstruction114

Non heavy-flvour contribution to the inclusive electrons is coming from photonic conversions and Dalitz115

decay of neutral mesons. To get the heavy-flavour electron spectra we need to subtract this non-HFE116

background from inclusive electron spectra. This non-HFE background can be reconstructed by pairing117

the e± with their partners and calculating their invariant mass. In this procedure we first apply electron118

identification criteria to tag one of the e± track from primary collision vertex. As a second step we119

loop over all other tracks in the same event and find the partner electron. Table 4 shows the cuts on120

the associated tracks. Fig. 7 shows the invariant mass distribution for ULS and LS pairs for 0-100%121

centrality.122

In order to increase the efficiency of finding an electron pair we apply a looser dE/dx cut around the123

electron band for the electron partner.124

The unlike sign (ULS) electron pairs contain true non-HFE as well as the combinatorial background,125

where heavy flavour electron are accidentally reconstructed as non heavy flavour. The combinatorial126

background is estimated from the like sign (LS) pairs. The Non-HFE background is measured by sub-127
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Fig. 7: Invariant mass spectra for 0-100% centrality for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 8: Hadron subtracted inclusive electron spectra with the ULS and LS spectra as a function of pT for different
centrality classes for ZNA centrality estimator

tracting like sign paired (LS) electrons from the unlike sign pair electrons (ULS). To reject Non-HFE128

background, a cut of invariant mass m < 0.15 GeV/c2 is applied. Fig 8 show the inclusive electron spec-129

tra after hadron subtraction with ULS and LS spectra as function of pT for different centrality classes130

ZNA centrality estimator respectively.131

3.4 Efficiency correction132

The inclusive electron spectra and the Non-HFE background (ULS and LS) spectra are affected by the133

detector efficiency and acceptance. LHC13d3 MC data sample is used to correct for these effects.134
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Fig. 9: Invariant mass efficiency for different centrality classes for 0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3

Fig. 10: Total efficiency for TPC only (0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3)

3.4.1 Invariant mass efficiency135

Non-HFE background (ULS and LS) spectra are corrected by the efficiency of finding pairs i.e. the136

invariant mass efficiency. Fig 9 shows the invariant mass efficiency for different centrality classes. It is137

found that the invariant mass efficiencies are same for all the centrality classes.138

3.4.2 Tracking efficiency and TPC PID efficiency139

After subtracting the non-HFE from the inclusive spectrum, it is necessary to correct the spectrum for140

the tracking efficiency and TPC PID efficiency. After combine both the efficiencies we got the total141

efficiency which is used for the correction. Fig 10 shows total efficiency in each centrality class for 0142

< σT PCdE/dx < 3. It is observed that total efficiency does not depend on the centrality. Fig 11 shows the143

TPC PID efficiency in data driven method in comparison with MC. To calculated the efficiency in data144

driven method we take the ratio between the integral of electron gaussian of 0 to 3 σT PCdE/dx to -3 to 3145

σT PCdE/dx.146

3.5 Inclusive electrons to background ratio147

Fig. 12 shows the ratio between inclusive electrons and efficiency corrected Non-HFE background148

(N(ULS)−N(LS))/εback for different centrality classes ZNA centrality estimator and for 0 <σT PCdE/dx <3149
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Fig. 11: TPC PID efficiency for data and MC within 0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 12: Inclusive electrons to background ratio for ZNAA (0 < σT PCdE/dx < 3)

cuts.150

3.6 Additional background151

There are other electron background sources which are not included in the invariant mass method such152

as J/ψ , Ke3 and W. The contribution from J/ψ and Ke3 was estimated using the cocktail in p-Pb and the153

contribution from W was estimated using POWEG simulations. The details of the measurement can be154

found in the ref [4]. As it is found that the contributions from J/ψ , Ke3 and W are negligible we did not155

subtract these background.156

3.7 HFE spectrum157

To obtain the heavy-flavour decay electron spectra from the inclusive one we need to do the following158

procedure:159

- subtract the efficiency corrected Non-HFE background (ULS-LS / Non-HFE efficiency) from the in-160

clusive spectra161

- correct the background subtracted inclusive electron spectra by the total efficiency162
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Fig. 13: pT -differential invariant yield of electrons from heavy-flavour hadron decay for different centrality classes.
The error bars are only statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 14: pT -differential invariant cross section of heavy-flavour decay electron at
√

s = 5.02 TeV. The error bars
are only statistical uncertainties and boxes represent the systematic uncertainties

NHFE =
Inclusive− background

εback

εtotal
(4)

After all these we will get the corrected heavy-flavour decay electron spectra. Fig 13 shows the pT -163

differential invariant yield of electrons from heavy-flavour hadron decay for different centrality classes.164

3.8 Measurement of nuclear modification factor (QpPb)165

In order to measure the nuclear modification factor (QpPb), a reference spectrum from pp collision is166

needed at same collision energy. Since pp data at
√

s = 5.02 TeV is not available we used the extrapolated167

data from pp collisions at
√

s = 7 TeV. The extrapolation procedure is performed using the FONLL168

prediction. The details of the scaling procedure can be found in [3]. Fig. 14 shows the pT -differential169

invariant cross section of electrons from heavy-flavour decay electrons at
√

s = 5.02 TeV.170

Using this pp reference QpPb is measured according to equation 3. < TpPb > values are obtained from171

hybrid model calculations for ZNA centrality estimator. The values are depicted in the table 5.172

Fig 15 shows the QpPb as a function of pT for different centrality classes. The error bars are only the173

statistical uncertainties. There is no centrality dependency is observed within the statistical uncertainties.174
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Centrality (%) < TpPb > (Hybrid)
0-20 0.1636
20-40 0.13652
40-60 0.10111
60-100 0.0458

Table 5: < TpPb > for different centrality classes in p-Pb collisions

Fig. 15: QpPb as a function of pT for different centrality classes. The error bars are only statistical uncertainties.

Fig. 16: Left: QpPb as a function of pT for 0-100% centrality. The error bars in the data points are statistical
uncertainties and boxes represent systematic uncertainties. Right: Ratio between this work and published data.
The error bars are the statistical uncertainties.

Fig 16 shows the QpPb results in 0-100% centrality class in comparison with published data. It is found175

that except the first pT bin (2 < pT < 3 GeV/c) there is a good agreement within the systematic uncer-176

tainties.177

4 Triggered data analysis178

Using the MB data we measured the pT -differential invariant yield of the heavy-flavour decay electrons179

from 2 to 8 GeV/c. To extend our measurement upto pT = 20 GeV/c we used the EMCAl triggered data180

which has two different threshold - events with EG1 triggered fired (E >11 GeV) and EG2 trigger fired181

(E > 7 GeV). As we mentioned in section 3 the charged particle tracks reconstructed in the TPC and ITS182
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Fig. 17: E/p distributions of electrons and hadrons for different pT bins for 0-20% centrality for EG2 (upper) and
EG1 trigger (Lower) for ZNA centrality estimator

and propagated to EMCal detector are used.183

4.1 Electrons identification184

We used both TPC and EMCal detector to identify the electrons. From the TPC, we use the dE/dx185

information in terms of the TPC Nσ .Tracks with -1 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 are selected for electron candidates186

which deposit their total energy in the EMCal and due to their small mass, the ratio E/p should be equal187

to unity. So we choose a cut around the peak of the E/p distributions. To select the electron candidate188

from EMCal we used 0.8 < E/p < 1.2. Besides these we used a shower shape cut to reduce the hadron189

contamination in the electron sample, as the shower shape distribution of electrons and hadrons are190

different. We applied a M20 (the short axis of the elliptical shower shape distribution on the EMCal) <191

0.3 cut. The more details can be found in the the [4]192

To subtract the hadron contamination we used the E/p distribution of electrons and hadrons. For the193

E/p distribution of electrons we used -1 < σT PCdE/dx < 3 cut and for hadrons we used σT PCdE/dx <194

-3.5. Fig 17 - 20 shows the E/p distributions of electron and hadron sample for different pT bins for195

different centrality classes. Results are presented for two different threshold EG1 (11 GeV threshold),196

Which contains pT bins: 8 < pT < 10;10 < pT < 12;12 < pT < 16; and EG2 (7 GeV threshold), which197

contains pT bins: 12 < pT < 14;14 < pT < 16;16 < pT < 20. The E/p distribution for the hadrons was198

scaled such a way that it matches the E/p distribution of the electrons around the hadron peak.199

4.2 Non-HFE reconstruction200

The inclusive electron spectrum consists mainly of HFE, Dalitz decay and photonic conversions. As we201

only want to analyze electrons from heavy-flavor, it is necessary to identify electrons from these other202

sources that are considered as background in this analysis. In this case we calculated the background203

exactly similar way we did in MB analysis as mentioned in section 3.3. Fig 21 shows the invariant mass204

distribution for ULS and LS pairs.205

Fig 22 - Fig 25 shows the hadron subtracted inclusive electron spectra with the ULS and LS spectra.206

4.3 Efficiency correction207

To calculate the efficiency for triggered data correction we used LHC14b3a,b,c MC production, which208

has η and π0 enhancement in order to improve the determination of the efficiency of finding pairs. Due209
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Fig. 18: E/p distributions of electrons and hadrons for different pT bins for 20-40% centrality for EG2 (upper) and
EG1 trigger (Lower) for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 19: E/p distributions of electrons and hadrons for different pT bins for 40-60% centrality for EG2 (upper) and
EG1 trigger (Lower) for ZNA centrality estimator
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Fig. 20: E/p distributions of electrons and hadrons for different pT bins for 60-100% centrality for EG2 (upper)
and EG1 trigger (Lower) for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 21: Invariant mass spectra for 0-20% centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1 trigger (right) for V0A cen-
trality estimator

Fig. 22: Inclusive electron spectra with ULS and LS for 0-20% centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1 trigger
(right) for ZNA centrality estimator
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Fig. 23: Inclusive electron spectra with ULS and LS for 20-40% centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1 trigger
(right) for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 24: Inclusive electron spectra with ULS and LS for 40-60% centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1 trigger
(right) for ZNA centrality estimator

Fig. 25: Inclusive electron spectra with ULS and LS for 60-100% centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1 trigger
(right) for ZNA centrality estimator
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Fig. 26: Left: efficiency of finding pairs for different centrality classes. Right: Ratio with respect to integrated
efficiency

Fig. 27: Left: Total efficiency for different centrality classes. Right: Ratio with respect to integrated efficiency

to the enhancement, the efficiency is biased due to the pT shape of parent. to solve the issues, we apply210

a weight on pT spectrum of π0 and η to get proper reconstruction efficiencies. Details can be found in211

this note [4].212

4.3.1 Invariant mass efficiency213

Fig 26 shows the efficiency of finding pairs i.e. the invariant mass efficiency after applying weights. This214

efficiency is used to correct the spectra in each centrality bins. It is found that the efficiencies of finding215

pairs are independent of centrality and match with integrated one.216

4.3.2 Total efficiency217

Fig 27 shows the total efficiency, which is used to correct the inclusive electron spectra after background218

subtraction.219

Total efficiency includes the Tracking efficiency Fig. 28, TPC PID efficiency Fig. 29, EMCal PID effi-220

ciency Fig. 30 and EMCal track matching efficiency Fig. 31.221

Fig 32 shows the signal to efficiency corrected photonic background ratio for two different thresholds for222

0-100% centrality bin for ZNA centrality estimator.223
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Fig. 28: Tracking efficiecy for different centrality classes

Fig. 29: TPC PID efficiency for different centrality classes

Fig. 30: EMCal PID efficiency for different centrality classes
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Fig. 31: EMCal track matching efficiency for different centrality classes

Fig. 32: Upper panel: inclusive electron spectra after hadron subtraction with background. Lower Panel: Signal to
background ratio for ZNA centrality estimator for 0-100% centrality bin. Left: for EG1 trigger; right: EG2 trigger
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Fig. 33: Trigger rejection factor for different centrality classes for ZNA centrality estimator

Centrality (%) EG1 EG2
0-20 3348 ± 70 873 ± 10
20-40 4070 ± 93 1078 ± 13
40-60 5400 ± 150 1484 ± 22
60-100 11113 ± 346 3161 ± 51

Table 6: Trigger rejection factors for track matched clusters for different centrality classes used for ZNA centrality
estimator

4.3.3 Trigger rejection factor224

To increase the pT acceptance of heavy-flavour decay electrons we used the EMCal triggered data which225

enhances artificially the events at high-pT , it is necessary to correct the final spectrum by the called226

rejection factor of the trigger. The spectrum is corrected dividing by the rejection factor, which is a con-227

stant. For ZNA centrality estimator trigger rejection factors are measured using pure cluster information.228

Fig. 33 shows the trigger rejection factor for ZNA centrality estimator. The trigger rejection factor used229

in the analysis for different central classes are depicted in the table 6 for ZNA centrality estimator.230

4.3.4 Corrected HFE spectrum231

Using equation 4 we got the corrected heavy-flavour decay electron spectra for different centrality232

classes. After this we normalised the spectra using the trigger rejection factor from the table 6 for233

each centrality bin. Fig 34 shows the pT -differential invariant yield of heavy-flavour decay electrons for234

different centrality and for different trigger classes.235
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Fig. 34: Corrected heavy-flavour decay electron spectra for different centrality classes for EG2 (left) and EG1
(right) trigger normalised by < TpA > for ZNA centrality estimator. The errors are only statistical uncertainties

Fig. 35: pT spectrum from data and the FONLL-pQCD calculations. The red solid points are published data at pp
7 TeV by the ATLAS collaboration. The open symbols show the FONLL predictions. The blue solid points are the
extrapolated data points at 5.02 TeV from pp 7 TeV using FONLL.

4.4 pp reference236

A reference spectrum of pp collision at
√

s = 5.02 TeV is needed to calculate the nuclear modification237

factor, RpPb. Since there is no pp collision at
√

s = 5.02 exist, the result at
√

s = 7 TeV, published by the238

ATLAS collaboration within the same pT region were used to extrapolate the pp spectrum at
√

s = 5.02239

TeV. As FONLL calculations describe the data at 7 TeV very well, we have used it to extrapolate the data240

at 5.02 TeV. Bin by bin ratios have been calculated between the spectrum at
√

s = 7 TeV and at
√

s =241

5.02 TeV produced from FONLL. The pp spectrum at
√

s = 5.02 TeV is obtained by dividing these ratios242

to the published 7 TeV pp spectrum. The systematic uncertainties in the ratio of FONLL predictions is243

16-30% and in the data is about 15-16%. We have propagated the systematic uncertainties accordingly244

in the extrapolated pp spectrum at
√

s = 5.02 TeV. The statistical uncertainties are same as in the ATLAS245

data.The Fig 35 shows the extrapolated pp spectrum from data with the FONLL predictions.246

4.5 Nuclear modification factor247

Using the pp reference spectrum at
√

s = 5.02 TeV of Fig 35 and the < TpPb > values from table 5248

we measured the QpPb as function of pT for different centrality classes for both EG1 and EG2 trigger249

(Fig. 36). The error bars are the statistical uncertainties and QpPb values shows the the binary scaling250

behaviour within the statistical uncertainties. To get the QpPb for entire pT region (2< pT <20 GeV/c) we251

merged right figure of the Fig. 16 and both the figures of Fig. 36. Fig. 37 shows the QpPb for 2< pT <20252
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Fig. 36: QpPb for different centrality classes for both trigger for ZNA centrality estimator. Error bars are statistical
uncertainties

Fig. 37: Combined QpPb for different centrality classes for ZNA centrality estimator. Error bars are statistical
uncertainties

GeV/c for ZNA centrality estimator.253

5 Systematic uncertainties254

The systematic uncertainties were evaluated directly on the final HFE spectrum. All cuts used in the anal-255

ysis were varied with the default ones. In order to check if a given cut variation has a systematic effect,256

we have used same method which was used in the integral analysis [4]. The method was performed in257

each centrality class and we took a single value for all the centrality classes for a particular configuration258

of the systematic uncertainties. Table 7 and Table 8 show the systematic uncertainties for the HFE spectra259

for different configurations for MB and triggered data respectively in case of ZNA centrality estimator.260

Fig. 39 shows the pT differential yield for the heavy-flavour hadrons decay electrons for the entire pT261
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Sources Systematic uncertainties
Signal Systematic effect (%)
TPC Clusters 1
TPC Clusters PID No effect
TPC Nσ (-0.5 to 3) 2
TPC Nσ (0.25 to 3) 3
Non-HFE background systematic effect (%)
Invariant mass cut (0.10) 3
Invariant mass cut (0.18) 1
Non-HFE angle cut 2
Partner cut1 2
Partner cut2 1
Partner cut3 2
Total 6.08

Table 7: Systematic uncertainties for MB data for ZNA estimator

Sources Integrated (Preliminary) QpPb

Signal Systematic effect (%) (%)
TPC PID 5 5
EMCal PID (E/p) 3 6
Shower shape (M20) 5 10
Track-selection No effect No effect
Track-matching 1 1
Non-HFE background systematic effect (%) (%)
Invariant mass method 3 10
W contribution 0.3 0.3
J/ψ Ke3 0.06 0.06
η π0 No effect No effect
η dependence 10 10
Normalisation (%) (%)
Rejection factor 12 10
Total 18 22

Table 8: Systematic uncertainties for triggered data for ZNA estimator
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Fig. 38: pT differential yield of the HF electrons for TPC only (upper), EG2 (middle) and EG1 (lower) thresholds.
Error bars are statistical uncertainties and boxes represent systematic uncertainties
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Fig. 39: pT differential yield of the HF electrons. Error bars are statistical uncertainties and boxes represent
systematic uncertainties

region (2 < pT < 20 GeV/c). The error bars in the data points are statistical uncertainties and the boxes262

represent systematic uncertainties.263

For QpPb we propagated the systematic uncertainties with the systematic uncertainties of pp reference.264

Fig. 40 shows the QpPb as a function of pT for both TPC-Only and triggered data analysis.265

Fig. 41 shows the results together with all the centrality classes.266
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Fig. 40: QpPb for different centrality classes for both TPC-Only and TPC-EMCal analysis. Error bars are statistical
uncertainties and boxes represent systematic uncertainties

Fig. 41: QpPb for different centrality classes for both TPC-Only and TPC-EMCal analysis. Error bars are statistical
uncertainties and boxes represent systematic uncertainties
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6 Check for 13f data267

We have checked the 13f data set with ZNC centrality estimator. Fig. 42 shows the QpPb values for 13f268

data set only. We also compared the results from LHC13de and LHC13f data (Fig. 43 - Fig. 46).269

Fig. 42: QpPb for different centrality classes TPC-EMCal analysis for LHC13f data. Error bars are statistical
uncertainties.
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Fig. 43: QpPb for LHC13de and LHC13f data set for 0-20% centrality class

Fig. 44: QpPb for LHC13de and LHC13f data set for 20-40% centrality class

Fig. 45: QpPb for LHC13de and LHC13f data set for 40-60% centrality class

Fig. 46: QpPb for LHC13de and LHC13f data set for 60-100% centrality class
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7 Systematic studies270

271

The systematic uncertainties were evaluated directly on the final hfe spectrum as it was done in the272

integrated analysis (https://aliceinfo.cern.ch/Notes/node/419).273

In order to check if a given cut variation has a systematic effect, we have used a method suggested by R.274

Barlow [?].275

The idea of the method is to look the differences in the hfe spectra, in number of sigma. The difference276

is given by the following equation:277

∆(pT) =
(

1
2π pT

d2N
d pTdy

)
re f erence

(pT)−
(

1
2π pT

d2N
d pTdy

)
variation

(pT)278

σ∆(pT) =
√
|σ2(

1
2π pT

d2N
d pTdy

)
re f erence

(pT)−σ2(
1

2π pT
d2N

d pTdy

)
variation

(pT)|279

where σ∆(pT) describes the uncertainty on ∆(pT). This expression is valid if one sample is subsample280

of the other.281

282

If ∆(pT)
σ∆(pT)

≤ 2 the variation can be just statistical. If the ∆(pT)
σ∆(pT)

> 2 the variation is a systematic effect.283

In order to better evaluate if a given variation is a statical or systematic uncertainty, we also use the ratio284

between the spectra. The values of the ratio is also used to obtain the uncertainty in percent.285

As an example of configuration that has a systematic effect, we show in the Fig. 47 and 48 the comparison286

spectrum, the difference in number of sigmas for two spectra and the ratio between them respectively.287

We can see from Fig. 48 (left) that we have values bigger than 1. Using the ratio Fig. 48 (right) we can288

obtain the systematic uncertainty in percent. In the example case, we have 3% (since the ratio is 1.03,289

the spectra are 3% different from each other).290

Fig. 47: Example of a configuration that have systematic uncertainty. Comparison of reference spectrum and a
spectrum obtained for a different configuration.

To exemplify a case where we don’t have any systematic effect, we show the Figs. 49 and 50. Again, in291

the figure we show the comparison spectrum, the difference in number of sigmas for two spectra and the292

ratio between them respectively. In this case we don’t see in Fig. 48 (left) any value bigger than 1. Using293

the ratio Fig. 48 (right) we also see that the ratios are compatible with unity.294

All the plots for the systematic uncertainty are available in the next sections. We have checked the295

variations for each centrality bin.296
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Fig. 48: Example of a configuration that have systematic uncertainty. Left: Difference in number of sigmas
between reference spectrum and a spectrum obtained for a different configuration. Right: Ratio between reference
spectrum and a spectrum obtained for a different configuration.

Fig. 49: No effect example. Comparison of reference spectrum and a spectrum obtained for a different configura-
tion.

Fig. 50: No effect example. Left: Difference in number of sigmas between reference spectrum and a spectrum
obtained for a different configuration. Right: Ratio between reference spectrum and a spectrum obtained for a
different configuration.

The cut that we variated in order to check if there is a systematic effect were:297

– Track selection cuts:298

– Minimum of clusters on TPC.299

– Minimum of cluster on TPC used for PID.300
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– Minimum of ITS clusters.301

– PID cuts:302

– TPC signal.303

– E/p304

– Shower Shape305

– Partner (In the invariant mass method to reconstruct the background) cuts:306

– Minimum of cluster on TPC.307

– Minimum pT308

– Mass309

– Opening angle310

In Tab. 9 we summarise the systematic uncertainties found using Barlow’s method.311

Table 9: Variations to determine systematic effect

Signal Systematic effect (%)
TPC PID 10
EMCal PID (E/p) 8
Shower shape M20 10
Track-selection No effect
Track-matching 1
Non-HFE Background Systematic effect (%)
Invariant mass method 6
pseudorapidity (η) dependence 10
Normalisation Systematic effect (%)
Rejection factor 10
Total 22

7.1 TPCnsigma variations312

– Default:313

– −1 < TPCnsigma < 3314

– Variations:315

– −1.5 < TPCnsigma < 3316

– −0.5 < TPCnsigma < 3317

7.2 E/p variations318

– Default:319

– 0.8 < E/p < 1.2320

– Variations:321

– 0.78 < E/p < 1.2322

– 0.82 < E/p < 1.2323

– 0.8 < E/p < 1.3324
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7.3 Shower Shape325

Shower shape on EMCal.326

– Default:327

– M20 < 0.3328

– Variation:329

– M20 < 0.2330

– M20 < 0.4331

7.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method332

– Default:333

– pT min = 0334

– MinNClustersTPC(80)335

– Mass cut (0.15)336

– Opening angle (no cut)337

– Variations:338

– pTmin = 0.4339

– MinNClustersTPC(60)340

– Mass cut (0.10)341

– Mass cut (0.18)342

– Opening angle (0.1)343

7.5 Track selection344

– Default:345

– SetMinNClustersTPC(100)346

– SetMinNClustersTPCPID(80)347

– SetMinNClustersITS(3)348

– Variation:349

– SetMinNClustersTPC(110)350

– SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90)351

– SetMinNClustersITS(2)352

8 Systematic for 0-100%353

354

In this section we show all the plots to determine the systematic effect from each cut.355

8.1 Track selection356

8.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).357
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Fig. 51: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)

8.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)358
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Fig. 52: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)

8.1.3 Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)359
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Fig. 53: Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)

8.2 TPCnsigma variations360

8.2.1 TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)361
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Fig. 54: TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)

8.2.2 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)362
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Fig. 55: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)

8.3 E/p variations363

8.3.1 E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))364
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Fig. 56: E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))

8.3.2 E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))365
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Fig. 57: E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))

8.3.3 E/p (0.80,1.3) (default: (0.8,1.2))366
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Fig. 58: E/p (0.80,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))

8.3.4 Shower Shape on EMCal367

8.3.5 Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)368
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Fig. 59: Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)

8.3.6 Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)369

8.3.7 Shower shape variations conclusion370

– 5% of systematic uncertainty.371
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Fig. 60: Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)

8.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method372

8.4.1 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)373
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Fig. 61: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)

8.4.2 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)374
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Fig. 62: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)

8.4.3 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)375
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Fig. 63: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)

8.4.4 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)376
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Fig. 64: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)

8.4.5 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)377
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Fig. 65: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

9 Systematic for 0-20%378

379

9.1 Track selection380
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9.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).381

Fig. 66: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)
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9.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)382

Fig. 67: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)
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9.1.3 Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)383

Fig. 68: Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)
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9.2 TPCnsigma variations384

9.2.1 TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)385

Fig. 69: TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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9.2.2 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)386

Fig. 70: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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9.3 E/p variations387

9.3.1 E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))388

Fig. 71: E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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9.3.2 E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))389

Fig. 72: E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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9.3.3 E/p (0.80,1.3) (default: (0.8,1.2))390

Fig. 73: E/p (0.80,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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9.3.4 Shower Shape on EMCal391

9.3.5 Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)392

Fig. 74: Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)
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9.3.6 Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)393

Fig. 75: Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)
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9.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method394

9.4.1 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)395

Fig. 76: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)
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9.4.2 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)396

Fig. 77: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)
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9.4.3 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)397

Fig. 78: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)
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9.4.4 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)398

Fig. 79: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)
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9.4.5 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)399

Fig. 80: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

10 Systematic for 20-40%400

401

10.1 Track selection402
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10.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).403

Fig. 81: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)
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10.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)404

Fig. 82: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)
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10.1.3 Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)405

Fig. 83: Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)
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10.2 TPCnsigma variations406

10.2.1 TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)407

Fig. 84: TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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10.2.2 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)408

Fig. 85: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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10.3 E/p variations409

10.3.1 E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))410

Fig. 86: E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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10.3.2 E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))411

Fig. 87: E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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10.3.3 E/p (0.80,1.3) (default: (0.8,1.2))412

Fig. 88: E/p (0.80,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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10.3.4 Shower Shape on EMCal413

10.3.5 Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)414

Fig. 89: Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)
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10.3.6 Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)415

Fig. 90: Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)
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10.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method416

10.4.1 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)417

Fig. 91: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)
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10.4.2 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)418

Fig. 92: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)
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10.4.3 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)419

Fig. 93: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)
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10.4.4 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)420

Fig. 94: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)
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10.4.5 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)421

Fig. 95: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

11 Systematic for 40-60%422

423

11.1 Track selection424
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11.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).425

Fig. 96: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)
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11.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)426

Fig. 97: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)
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11.1.3 Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)427

Fig. 98: Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)
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11.2 TPCnsigma variations428

11.2.1 TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)429

Fig. 99: TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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11.2.2 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)430

Fig. 100: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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11.3 E/p variations431

11.3.1 E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))432

Fig. 101: E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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11.3.2 E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))433

Fig. 102: E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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11.3.3 E/p (0.80,1.3) (default: (0.8,1.2))434

Fig. 103: E/p (0.80,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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11.3.4 Shower Shape on EMCal435

11.3.5 Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)436

Fig. 104: Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)
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11.3.6 Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)437

Fig. 105: Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)
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11.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method438

11.4.1 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)439

Fig. 106: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)
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11.4.2 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)440

Fig. 107: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)
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11.4.3 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)441

Fig. 108: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)
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11.4.4 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)442

Fig. 109: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)
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11.4.5 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)443

Fig. 110: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

12 Systematic for 60-100%444

445

12.1 Track selection446
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12.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).447

Fig. 111: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)
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12.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)448

Fig. 112: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)
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12.1.3 Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)449

Fig. 113: Track selection: SetMinNClustersITS(2) (default: 3)
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12.2 TPCnsigma variations450

12.2.1 TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)451

Fig. 114: TPCnsigma (-1.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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12.2.2 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)452

Fig. 115: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: -1, 3)
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12.3 E/p variations453

12.3.1 E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))454

Fig. 116: E/p (0.78,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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12.3.2 E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))455

Fig. 117: E/p (0.82,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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12.3.3 E/p (0.80,1.3) (default: (0.8,1.2))456

Fig. 118: E/p (0.80,1.2) (default: (0.8,1.2))
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12.3.4 Shower Shape on EMCal457

12.3.5 Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)458

Fig. 119: Shower shape M20 <0.2 (default: 0.3)
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12.3.6 Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)459

Fig. 120: Shower shape M20 <0.4 (default: 0.3)
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12.4 Partner variations in the invariant mass method460

12.4.1 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)461

Fig. 121: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.4 (default: 0)
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12.4.2 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)462

Fig. 122: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)
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12.4.3 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)463

Fig. 123: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)
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12.4.4 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)464

Fig. 124: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)
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12.4.5 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)465

Fig. 125: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

13 Conclusion about the systematic uncertainty466

467

Analysing the differences an ratios plots, we don’t see a dependence on the centrality bins. The values468

of the ratios seems to have random oscillations between the centralities.469

We have also checked the inclusive spectra for the different centrality bins and they are all consistent470

with the integrated spectrum, which is an indication that our track selection and also the PID strategy is471

not centrality dependent.472

In Figs. 126 and 127 we show the ratio of the inclusive spectra to the integrated one. If we fit a constant473

for each centrality bin, the constant is consistent with one (within one or two sigmas). we show the474

inclusive spectra for both trigger thresholds:475
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Fig. 126: Inclusive spectra for different centralities (7 GeV).

Fig. 127: Inclusive spectra for different centralities (11 GeV).
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In Figs. 128 and 129 we show the ratio of the inclusive spectra to the integrated one. If we fit a constant476

for each centrality bin, the constant is consistent with one (within one or two sigmas).477

Fig. 128: Ratio of inclusive spectra for different centralities (7 GeV).
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Fig. 129: Ratio of inclusive spectra for different centralities (11 GeV).

13.1 Track selection478

– Variation:479

– SetMinNClustersTPC(110) For this variation, the difference between the spectra are always480

smaller than 2 sigmas. There is just one point for centrality 40-60% that is bigger than 3481

sigmas. Since it is just one point in one centrality bin, we do not consider this as a systematic482

effect.483

– SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90)484

Again, for this variation, the difference between the spectra are always smaller than 2 sigmas.485

There is just one point for centrality 40-60% that is bigger than 2 sigmas (but still smaller486

than 3 sigmas). Since it is just one point in one centrality bin, we do not consider this as a487

systematic effect.488

– SetMinNClustersITS(2)489

This variation also results in spectra consistent within 2 sigmas. There is again just one point490

for the centrality bin 40-60% that has one point with difference bigger than 4. Again, since491

it is just one point, we do not consider this variation with a systematic effect.492

For the track variations, since the differences are already within 2 sigmas (for most the cases), we493

do not assign any systematic effect for the track selection.494

As a cross check, the ratios of spectra can be evaluated. For most of the cases, the constant fitted495

to the ratio is consistent with one.496

13.2 Partner variations in the invariant mass method497

– Variations:498
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– pTmin = 0.4499

– MinNClustersTPC(60)500

– Mass cut (0.10)501

– Mass cut (0.18)502

– Opening angle (0.1)503

For the partner selection in the invariant mass method, all the above variations have at least 2 cases504

where the difference between the spectra are bigger than 2 sigmas. Then, in this case, there is a505

systematic effect. To determine the value of the systematic effect, we use the ratios of the spectra.506

In Fig. 130 we show the values in percentage extracted from the fits on the ratios (and the error507

of the fit, also in percentage). Few bins have a ratio which is discrepant from the others. This is508

probably due to statistical oscillation due to lack os statistics. This values are marked in red in the509

table and they were not considered for the systematic value. After removing this discrepant values,510

we have used the maximum variation found, which is 6%.511

Fig. 130: Ratio values for each centrality for the invariant mass method.

13.3 E/p variations512

– Variations:513

– 0.78 < E/p < 1.2514

– 0.82 < E/p < 1.2515
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– 0.8 < E/p < 1.3516

In this case, we have also found that the differences between the HFE spectra are bigger than 2 sigmas.517

Fig. 131 show the ratios values for each centrality. Excluding the discrepant values (marked in red), the518

maximum variation found is 8%, which is the value used for the systematic from E/p.519

Fig. 131: Ratio values for each centrality for the E/p.

13.4 Shower Shape520

Shower shape on EMCal.521

– Variation:522

– M20 < 0.2523

– M20 < 0.4524

Also in this case, we have found that the differences between the HFE spectra are bigger than 2 sigmas.525

Fig. 132 show the ratios values for each centrality. Excluding the discrepant values, we have set as526

systematic effect 10% since the values of the fits have also a big error.527

Fig. 132: Ratio values for each centrality for the Shower shape.
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13.5 TPCnsigma variations528

– Variations:529

– −1.5 < TPCnsigma < 3530

– −0.5 < TPCnsigma < 3531

In the case of TPCnsigma variations, the ratios between the HFE spectra are bigger than expected, even532

for the integrated centrality (0-100%) which was evaluated again together with the centrality bins. In533

the preliminary result, the systematic uncertainty from the TPCnsigma was 5% and now we have at least534

10%. This is being investigated.535

Fig. 133: Ratio values for each centrality for the TPC.

13.6 Systematic uncertainty536

Fig. 134 shows the comparison of the systematic uncertainty assigned to the QpPb and integrated RpPb.537

Fig. 134: Systematic values for the EMCal triggered data.

14 Systematic for 0-20%538

539
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14.1 Track selection540

14.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).541

Fig. 135: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)
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14.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)542

Fig. 136: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)
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14.2 TPCnsigma variations543

14.2.1 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)544

Fig. 137: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)
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14.2.2 TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)545

Fig. 138: TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)
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14.3 Partner variations in the invariant mass method546

14.3.1 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)547

Fig. 139: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)
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14.3.2 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)548

Fig. 140: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)
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14.3.3 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)549

Fig. 141: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)
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14.3.4 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)550

Fig. 142: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)
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14.3.5 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)551

Fig. 143: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)
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14.3.6 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)552

Fig. 144: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)

15 Systematic for 20-40%553

554

15.1 Track selection555

15.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).556
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Fig. 145: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)

15.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)557
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Fig. 146: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)

15.2 TPCnsigma variations558

15.2.1 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)559
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Fig. 147: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)

15.2.2 TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)560
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Fig. 148: TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)

15.3 Partner variations in the invariant mass method561

15.3.1 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)562
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Fig. 149: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)

15.3.2 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)563
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Fig. 150: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)

15.3.3 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)564
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Fig. 151: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

15.3.4 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)565
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Fig. 152: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)

15.3.5 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)566
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Fig. 153: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)

15.3.6 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)567
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Fig. 154: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)

16 Systematic for 40-60%568

569

16.1 Track selection570

16.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).571
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Fig. 155: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)

16.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)572
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Fig. 156: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)

16.2 TPCnsigma variations573

16.2.1 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)574
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Fig. 157: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)

16.2.2 TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)575
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Fig. 158: TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)

16.3 Partner variations in the invariant mass method576

16.3.1 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)577
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Fig. 159: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)

16.3.2 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)578
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Fig. 160: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)

16.3.3 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)579
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Fig. 161: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

16.3.4 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)580
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Fig. 162: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)

16.3.5 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)581
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Fig. 163: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)

16.3.6 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)582
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Fig. 164: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)

17 Systematic for 60-100%583

584

17.1 Track selection585

17.1.1 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100).586
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Fig. 165: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPC(110) (default: 100)

17.1.2 Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)587
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Fig. 166: Track selection: SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) (default: 80)

17.2 TPCnsigma variations588

17.2.1 TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)589
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Fig. 167: TPCnsigma (-0.5, 3) (default: 0, 3)

17.2.2 TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)590
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Fig. 168: TPCnsigma (0.25, 3) (default: 0, 3)

17.3 Partner variations in the invariant mass method591

17.3.1 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)592
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Fig. 169: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.1 (default: 0.15)

17.3.2 Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)593
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Fig. 170: Partner variations: Mass cut = 0.18 (default: 0.15)

17.3.3 Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)594
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Fig. 171: Partner variations: Opening angle = 0.1 (default: none)

17.3.4 Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)595
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Fig. 172: Partner variations: pTmin = 0.1 (default: 0)

17.3.5 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)596
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Fig. 173: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 60 (default: 80)

17.3.6 Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)597
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Fig. 174: Partner variations: TPC Nclusters = 100 (default: 80)

18 Conclusion about the systematic uncertaintyin TPC only598

599

18.1 Track selection600

– Variation:601

– SetMinNClustersTPC(110) For this variation, the difference between the spectra are always602

smaller than 2 sigmas except one point for 40-60% centrality. To determine the value of603

the systematic effect, we use the ratios of the spectra. Fig. shows the values in percentage604

extracted from the fits on the ratios. We took the 1% systematic for this variation as this is605
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the most common value for all the centrality bins.606

– SetMinNClustersTPCPID(90) For this variation, the difference between the spectra are al-607

ways smaller than 2 sigmas except one point for 20-40% centrality. To determine the value608

of the systematic effect, we use the ratios of the spectra. Fig. shows the values in percentage609

extracted from the fits on the ratios. Since the ratio is 1 most of the cases we did not take this610

variation as a systematic effect.611

Fig. 175: Ratio values for each centrality for the TPC number of clusters

Fig. 176: Ratio values for each centrality for the TPC number of clusters for PID

18.2 TPCnsigma variations612

– Variations:613

– −0.5 < TPCnsigma < 3614

– 0.25 < TPCnsigma < 3615

In the case of TPCnsigma variations, the ratios between the HFE spectra are bigger than expected.616

The systematic uncertainties from the TPCnsigma is 2% and 3% from the−0.5 < TPCnsigma < 3617

and 0.25 < TPCnsigma < 3 respectively.618

Fig. 177: Ratio values for each centrality for TPCnsigma -0.5 to 3

18.3 Partner variations in the invariant mass method619

– Variations:620
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Fig. 178: Ratio values for each centrality for for TPCnsigma 0.25 to 3

– pTmin = 0.4621

– MinNClustersTPC(60)622

– MinNClustersTPC(100)623

– Mass cut (0.10)624

– Mass cut (0.18)625

– Opening angle (0.1)626

For the partner selection in the invariant mass method, all the above variations have at least 2 cases627

where the difference between the spectra are bigger than 2 sigmas. Then, in this case, there is a628

systematic effect. To determine the value of the systematic effect, we use the ratios of the spectra.629

In Fig. we show the values in percentage extracted from the fits on the ratios (and the error of the630

fit, also in percentage). Few bins have a ratio which is discrepant from the others. This is probably631

due to statistical oscillation due to lack os statistics. This values are marked in red in the table and632

they were not considered for the systematic value. After removing this discrepant values, we have633

used the systematic uncertinties.634

Fig. 179: Ratio values for each centrality for the minimum pT

Fig. 180: Ratio values for each centrality for the TPC number of clusters 60
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Fig. 181: Ratio values for each centrality for the TPC number of clusters 100

Fig. 182: Ratio values for each centrality for the invariant mass cut 0.10.

Fig. 183: Ratio values for each centrality for the invariant mass cut 0.18

Fig. 184: Ratio values for each centrality for the opening angle
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